MASTER COURSE OUTLINE
Prepared By: Jessica Strickland

Date: June 2021

COURSE TITLE: BEdA Orientation Course (OPD/HS+/ELA)
GENERAL COURSE INFORMATION
Dept.: Transitional Studies - DVS
Course Num: DVS 91
CIP Code: 32.0204
Intent Code: 12
Credits: 0.5-2.0
Total Contact Hrs Per Qtr.: 20-80 Hrs.
Lecture Hrs: 11-80 hrs.
Lab Hrs: 20-80
Distribution Designation:

(Formerly:
Program Code:

)

Other Hrs:

COURSE DESCRIPTION (as it will appear in the catalog)
The main goal of this course is to assist students as they enter any BEdA program (high school completion or
English language acquisition) by giving them the tools they will need to succeed while enrolled in BEdA.
PREREQUISITES
To enroll in the Open Doors program, students must be at least 16 years old. For the High School+ or ELA
program, students must be 18 years old or older.
TEXTBOOK GUIDELINES
Online materials provided by instructor.
COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon successful completion of the course, students should be able to demonstrate the following knowledge or
skills:
1. Identify and practice ways to use Canvas, Microsoft Word, and Google Drive.
2. Identify, define, and practice critical reading, writing and study skills needed to achieve their goal at Big
Bend.
3. Identify, analyze, and practice using college resources to achieve their goals.
4. Demonstrate how to read a high school credit map or WABERS graduation planner.
5. Use higher order problem-solving and critical thinking skills to explain why they are in
the BEdA program at Big Bend and to write a plan of classes, Big Bend resources, and schedule
to achieve their goal of earning a high school diploma.
INSTITUTIONAL OUTCOMES
1 Students will be able to communicate clearly and effectively.
3 Students will be able to solve problems by gathering, interpreting, combining, and/or applying information
from multiple sources.

COURSE CONTENT OUTLINE
Module 1: Canvas Training
Module 2: Google and Word Document Training
Module 3: Learner Success
Module 4: Academic Advising
DEPARTMENTAL GUIDELINES
Students must pass each module with a 70% or higher; students must pass every module to earn the credit of
study hall elective.
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